Le Clos de la Rose
Véronique et Brendan Culligan
11 rue de la Source, L'Hermitière
77750 ST-CYR SUR MORIN
------------Tél : +33 160448104
PLAN D' ACCES

Conseils Pratiques :

Please print these details and make sure you take them with you. Where ever you will be arriving from, the
first step is to go to the little town of "La Ferté sous Jouarre" (10 minutes driving from our place).
1) From the UK via the Tunnel: drive southwards on motorway A1. Exit right at Senlis (BEFORE the large
toll station) and drive to Meaux. From Meaux take the N3 to La Ferté-sous-Jouarre. You will need approx. 3
hours from the Coquelles
Terminal to La Ferté sous Jouarre.
2) From Paris CDG Airport: Exit airport towards East and join highway N2 at entry N°5. Head for Paris for a
short section and at the next crossing go to the motorway A4 via motorway A104. When reaching A4, head
towards EAST following the signs "REIMS". Take exit number N°18 to La Ferté sous Jouarre.
3) From Paris City: Go direct to motorway A4, drive East until exit N°18 and then to La Ferté sous Jouarre.
4) From Reims, use motorway A4 to Paris and take exit N°19 (Montreuil aux Lions) to La Ferté sous
Jouarre.
Once in La Ferté sous Jouarre, go to the round-about near the Monument for World War I on the South bank
of the river Marne. When you arrive from Meaux, the airport or Paris via the N3 road, it is at the end of a long
descent. Cross straight ahead to the second round-about approx 200 meters further. When you arrive from
Reims, follow the road until you are crossing the river Marne. Immediately after the bridge, TURN LEFT at
the first round-about and go to the second one.
At the second round-about drive through and take straight ahead the road D407 directions Montmirail and
Chalon en Champagne. 5,8 kilometers ahead is a hamlet named "Montapeine". Take right on road D68.
Drive for approx 1800 meters, enter the forest and take the first narrow road on the right (restaurant on your
right side). Continue for 400 meters.
You will reach a crossing with some flowers and an old black iron gate facing you. Welcome! Here we are...
Please always give us a ring when arriving in La Ferté sous Jouarre that we have somebody waiting for you
at the gate. In all cases, should you face problems on the road, please call us. Phone +33 1 60448104

